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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks, it’s a pleasure to be here…as you can see I’m a “not so young” Early Career Researcher, so before I start I’d like to acknowledge the SBAG Steering Committee, the travel funds to be here are greatly appreciated.I’m feel very fortunate in that I really love what I do and in my work I get to fulfill two of my main scientific passions, 1) playing with large telescopes and 2) playing with rocks in the laboratory, and lately these rocks happen to be meteorites.So during this talk, I’ll first provide some background, then I’ll show you some results of the work I’ve performed both in the observatory looking at asteroids, and in the laboratory analyzing meteorites.

mailto:mlucas9@vols.utk.edu


I. Background: Determining Asteroid Surface 
Compositions
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Direct Way: Asteroid 
Sample Return 
Missions

 Hayabusa  2: JAXA mission 
cost ~US$150 million 
(three 10 g samples)

 OSIRIS-REx: NASA mission 
cost ~US$850 million 
(minimum 60 g sample)

Image credit: NASAImage credit: ESO/L. Calçada

Image of Earth from 
OSIRIS-REx Flyby

NASA

Image credit: JAXAThere are ~1.5 x 106 asteroids 
>1 km in the Main Belt

Indirect Way: 
Telescope 
Observations and 
Meteorite Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m in the business of trying to determine the surface composition of asteroids, and there are a couple ways to go about this…The direct way is to send a spacecraft to grab a sample and bring it back to Earth, but there are about 1.5 million asteroids >1 km in the Main-Belt, and currently only 2 sample return missions.Fortunately, essentially “free” asteroid samples arrive to Earth as meteorites…and we can observe numerous asteroids with ground-based telescopes



I. Background: Establishing Asteroid-Meteorite
Connections from the Ground
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Presentation Notes
So, progress in determining asteroid compositions can be made by establishing asteroid-meteorite connections from here on the ground…in my work you can see that I employ a couple of NASA assets, the Infrared Telescope Facility to acquire asteroid spectra and the Reflectance Experiment Laboratory (RELAB) to acquire meteorite spectra.So, we can measure the spectra of asteroids with ground-based telescopes…then; Spectral and mineralogic studies of meteorites allows us to try to match their mineralogy to that of the asteroids…so, First we’ll go to the observatory; then to the laboratory; and I’ll show you some of my work in these areas…



SOAR
TNG

Image credit: www.ctio.noao.edu

Image credit: FGG/INA

Image credit: mpia.de NASA IRTF

HARTSS Objective: evaluate the surface 
mineralogy and compositional diversity of 
Hungaria asteroids

II. Observatory: HARTSS Asteroid Survey
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The “field work” isn’t too bad in this business…here’s a couple of the observatories that I’ve used; the TNG is on the island of La Palma in the Canary Islands, and the IRTF on top of Mauna Kea on the big island of Hawai’i.I undertook an asteroid spectral survey which I named HARTSS (say it), where I acquired near-infrared spectra of 92 Hungaria asteroids, mostly with the IRTF, I’ll spare showing you all 92 squiggly lines and just show you a few examples…(15 of these shown here)The majority of Hungaria background asteroids (that is all asteroids in the region minus family members) turn out to be stony S-type asteroids that display strong 1- and 2-micron absorption features (shown here in red)…While most Hungaria family members turn out to be spectrally-flat Xe-type objects (shown here in green), I’ll keep this color scheme for the background and family

http://www.mpia.de/news/science/2010-02-exoplanet_chemistry


II. Observatory: Hungaria Region, a “Purgatory”
for Primordial Asteroids

Lucas et al. (2017) (HARTSS  I)
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Presentation Notes
So, what is so special about the Hungaria Region after all?Well, Hungaria asteroids are located in a unique place in the Solar System…this region is interior to the main-belt and is also highly inclined to the ecliptic.Also unique is that these asteroids are probably the survivors of giant planet migration that destabilized a now extinct inner portion of the primordial asteroid belt (that went to about 1.7 AU, almost to the orbit of Mars)In this scenario, the Hungaria region represents a “purgatory” for the closest, preserved samples of the material from which the terrestrial planets accreted



II. Observatory: HARTSS Taxonomy

Lucas et al., 2019 (HARTSS II)
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Background Family
n = 68 n = 24

Lucas et al., 2019 (HARTSS II)

1%

1%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, let’s zoom in on the Hungaria region to inspect the taxonomy of the background and family…The Hungaria family is shown by the gray diamonds inside the Yarkovsky curves, the Hungaria background are the remaining asteroids…The large colored symbols represent the taxonomic type of our 92 surveyed Hungarias, our family members are indicated by thick black borders…Here’s a breakdown of the taxonomic distributions within the Hungaria regionWe’ve found that about 70% of the background is comprised of stony S-types, most of the remaining objects in the background are spectrally flat X-types The taxonomy of the 24 family members is remarkably similar. Twenty-one are classified as X-type objects, and the remaining three objects are C- or B-type



II. Observatory: HARTSS Meteorite Analogs
7 of 15
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curator.jsc.nasa.gov

Aubrites
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can go further than taxonomy by measuring their absorption features to identify their potential meteorite analogs. In Phase 1 of HARTSS we focused on the S-type background objects and compared them to the spectral zones of various stony meteorite groups. Previous studies have connected H, L, and LL ordinary chondrites with asteroids that plot in the “ordinary chondrite boot”, most of our Hungarias that plot in the upper region of the “boot” seem to be associated with L- or LL-chondrite like material…asteroids that plot below the ordinary chondrites may represent partially-melted objects….In Phase 2 of HARTSS we focused on the relatively featureless, X-type family members…I say relatively featureless because if you look closely, you can see two distinct spectral slopes, steeper here and shallower longward of about 1.2 microns; and they show a subtle absorption feature near 0.9 microns that is attributed to Mg-rich (or iron poor) enstatite pyroxene….Hungaria family members have been spectrally and dynamically associated with aubrite meteorites, which are composed of enstatite.



III. Laboratory: Acapulcoite-Lodranite Clan
Residues of Partial Melting

 Sample suite of 10 ALC meteorites (all “finds”)
 ALCs: uncommon meteorites → ~160 named 

meteorites (but many “paired”)
 Acapulcoites: <~3% partial melting → Fe,Ni-

FeS melts (950-1050˚C)
 Lodranites: up to ~20% partial melting → 

basaltic partial melts (1050-1200 ˚C)
 Similar oxygen isotopes and cosmic-ray 

exposure (CRE) ages for both groups

Dhofar 125

Lodranite

Acapulcoite
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curator.jsc.nasa.gov

LAR 06605

Only ~2% of all meteorites are fresh,
unweathered “falls”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, we’ll go to the Laboratory and look at acapulcoite-lodranite clan…..these are uncommon meteorites that have mineral and bulk compositions similar to ordinary chondrites. But, they have experienced varying degrees of partial melting, which makes them igneous rocks…Unfortunately, only about 2% of all meteorites are fresh, unweathered, “falls”, and this presents a major obstacle for acquiring high-quality lab spectra for linking meteorites with their parent asteroids, especially for uncommon and rare meteorite groups…..and so it is with these meteorites, the only known “falls” are the namesake meteorites of the two groups, Acapulco and Lodran…



III. Laboratory: EATG Weathering Removal

a)

b)
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 Weathering → FeNi metal oxidizes to 
iron hydroxides (e.g., limonite)

 Borrowed a weathering removal 
method from paleontology (Cornish & 
Doyle, 1984)

 EATG method effective at removal of 
iron hydroxides from meteorite powders 
(HCl → no good)

Lucas et al. (2019)

Before

After

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To overcome this obstacle, we used a method for the removal of terrestrial weathering using an ethanolamine thioglycolate solution which we borrowed from paleontology; it is used in fossil conservation to remove oxidation from pyritized fossils…Here’s a picture of our meteorite powders before and after treatment, above – untreated powders look very rusty; directly below – are the same powders after treatment and iron hydroxide staining is drastically reduced.Quantitatively, we measured band parameters both before (solid symbols) and after treatment (open symbols), dashed tie lines connect the same specimen. Band I centers remain essentially unchanged, but band area ratios increase for treated powders. So, the presence of terrestrial weathering in meteorites mainly reduces the band area ratio...



III Laboratory: ALC Mineral Compositions

 Mineral Compositions → we measured major elements for silicate minerals 
with EPMA at UT

 Iron contents (Fa and Fs) → acapulcoites and lodranites cluster into 
separate fields (left) and form a well-correlated linear trend (right)
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E

Lucas et al. (2019)Lucas et al. (2019)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We measured their mineral compositions using the electron microprobe…Acapulcoites and lodranites span a range of oxidation states that plot between those of highly-reduced enstatite (E) chondrites and the H chondrites. The iron contents of olivine (Fa) and orthopyroxene (Fs) cluster into separate fields for the two groups…What’s more is that their iron contents form a linear trend (we’ve inverted the axes from at left)



III. Laboratory: ALC Spectral Properties

 Delineated a new acapulcoite-lodranite spectral zone, but some overlap with 
H chondrites

 Band I versus Band II center parameter space distinguishes the two groups 
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Lucas et al. (2019)Lucas et al. (2019)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve defined a new spectral zone (blue box) for the clan in Band I center versus band area ratio space, but there is some overlap with H chondrites…However, we find that a plot of Band I versus Band II center cleanly separates the acapulcoites and lodranites from the H chondrites, this enables the distinction between unmelted ordinary chondrite parent bodies and parent bodies that may have experienced partial melting



IV. Laboratory: Thermal Evolution of the
H Chondrite Parent Body
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 Competing Models for the 
Thermal Evolution of the H 
chondrite Parent Body:

 Left: Onion Shell (after 
Miyamoto et al., 1981; and 
many others)

 Above: Fragmentation-
Reassembly (Grimm, 1985; 
Ganguly et al., 2013)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In my latest work we’re applying a NEW two-pyroxene mineral thermometer, based on rare-Earth elements (REEs) to explore the thermal histories of meteorite parent asteroids. We are applying this method to the ordinary chondrite parent bodies and several others.Here you can see two competing models for the thermal history of the H chondrite parent body, on the left is the classic “Onion Shell”, which has had many variants over the years, but basically in this model, the range H chondrite metamorphic grades can be explained by burial depth - where material deep in the interior of the body has experienced higher temperatures, while material closer to the surface has experienced lower temperatures. In this model, H6 material that cooled in situ at depth would have to have experienced slow cooling…In the fragmentation-reassembly model, the H chondrite parent body broke up at near peak temperatures early in Solar System history, producing fast cooling, then reaccreted quickly, producing renewed heating and then slow cooling



IV. Laboratory: A New REE-in-two-pyroxene
Thermometer
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Major Elements Rare-Earth Elements

Lucas et al. (2019)

Cosmochemistry of H6 Ordinary Chondrites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We applied this new REE thermometer to six H chondrite meteorites of metamorphic grade 6, if you remember from the Onion Shell model, these samples should have spent their entire life at depth near the center of the parent body.We measured the chemistry of co-existing pyroxene pairs; the major elements with the electron microprobe; and the rare-Earth elements with laser ablation ICP-MS; you can see that major and rare-Earth elements are relatively homogeneous between the six samples…



IV. Laboratory: REE-in-two-pyroxene
Thermometer Indicates Fast Cooling
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used the major and rare-Earth element data to calculate peak temperatures for two different thermometers that respond to cooling at different rates…the TREE thermometer records peak temperatures regardless if the rock cooled fast or slow, in contrast, major element thermometers, shown here by the TBKN thermometer, only record peak temperatures if the rock cooled fast…so, if both thermometers record similar temperatures, as shown by the blue 1:1 line, then the rock experienced fast cooling, which is the case for our H6 chondrites.  Here’s are our calculated cooling rates compared to cooling rates for on Onion-Shell parent body. We have log cooling rate in degrees Celsius per Year on the Y-axis. The black curves are the modeled rates for different depths in an Onion Shell, solid curve is at the core, dashed curve is the boundary of the H6 and H5 metamorphic grade, and the dotted curve is the boundary of the H5 and H4 metamorphic grade.You can see our much faster cooling rates at near peak temperatures compared to techniques that record cooling rates at temperatures less than 500 degrees. We favor the fragmentation-reassembly model, where the H chondrite parent body broke up at near-peak temperatures, recording our fast cooling rates, then reassembled quickly, to experience renewed heating; then recording the slow cooling rates obtained with lower temperature thermometers.



Takeaway/Acknowledgements
 Except for asteroid sample return missions, the mineralogical 

and spectral study of meteorites in the laboratory, combined 
with ground-based telescopic spectral observations of asteroids, 
affords the best possibility of linking meteorite groups with their 
parent asteroid(s).
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 SBAG Steering Committee
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 M.D. Andersen Cancer Center

Michael P. Lucas
mlucas9@vols.utk.edu
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll leave up my Takeaway And I thank you for your attention and I’ll take any  questions…

mailto:mlucas9@vols.utk.edu


IV. Laboratory: REE-in-two-pyroxene
Thermometer Indicates Fast Cooling
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We used the major and rare-Earth element data to calculate peak temperatures…diffusion 



Puzzling Mafic Silicate Contents of ALC Meteorites

 Redox state increasing 
from acapulcoites to 
lodranites

 Progressive partial melting 
should result in mafic 
silicates the become 
increasing Mg-rich

 But → results are converse 
of that is expected from 
partial melting

 Conclusion → same 
chondritic precursor 
material could not have 
produced both groups

 Same parent body (ALPB) 
for ALC? Heterogeneous 
precursor material?

extra

E

Lucas et al., 2017 (in prep)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ALC is thought to originate from a single asteroidal parent body (ALPB). Progressive partial melting will result in residual mafic silicate minerals that become increasingly magnesian. Acapulcoites have experienced very low-degrees of partial melting and therefore have not lost silicate melts, whereas many lodranites have experienced higher-degrees of melting (up to ~20%) with temperatures hot enough to have segregated basaltic liquids. If both of these groups originated on a single parent body from the same chondritic precursor material, then lodranites should have mafic silicates that are more magnesian than acapulcoites. However, most lodranites from this study contain mafic silicates that are more ferroan than those within the acapulcoites, the converse of what is predicted from partial melting. This unexpected result leads to the conclusion that the same chondritic precursor material could not have produced both the acapulcoite and lodranite meteorite groups. If originating on the same parent body, these precursor materials must have been heterogeneous in composition and were not homogenized by metamorphic or igneous processes Ol reverse FeO zoning (decrease core to rim)Opx reverse CaO zoning (decrease core to rim)



Arguments for a single Parent Body (ALPB)

 Oxygen isotopes are 
similar for ALC meteorites

 Zooming in you can see 
that there is significant 
overlap between the 
acapulcoite and lodranite 
groups in O-isotope space

 ALC meteorites share 
short, tightly clustered 
CRE ages of about 4-7 
Myr → “express” delivery 
mechanism

Eugster et al. (2006)

Greenwood et al. (2017)

extra

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The term clan for achondrites denotes meteorites thought to originate on the same parent body, for chondrites it denotes meteorites that have chemical, mineralogical, and isotopic similarities; believed to have formed at about the same time in the same small region of the solar nebula, in a narrow range of heliocentric distances



II. Observatory: HARTSS Family Members
 Spectrally flat X-subtypes 

(E,M,P) associated with:
 Fe-poor Silicates
 Metallic
 Carbonaceous 

(or carbon-coated)

 Hungaria E-subtypes 
associated with aubrites → 
Fe-poor pyroxene 
meteorites (Gaffey et al., 
1992; Clark et al., 2004)

 “Featureless” E-subtypes 
can be analyzed for subtle 
0.9 micron absorption and 
for NIR color indices

Kilima et al. (2007)

(0.06 wt% FeO)

Lucas et al., 2019 (HARTSS II)

extra

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is so little iron in the mineral crystal structure that absorption features are either absent, or are very weak…As an example here are the near-infrared spectra of a synthetic pyroxene series, as iron content decreases (up the plot), the strong 1- and 2- micron absorptions weaken, but even the Mg-rich endmember (En 100) in black, with only 0.06 weight percent FeO, still displays a subtle absorption feature near 0.9 microns, so analysis of these subtle absorptions can help to constrain the surface mineralogy of these otherwise “featureless” asteroids*****A two-sample K-S statistical test does not reject the hypothesis that family and background E-subtypes are drawn from the same distribution.
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Spectral Band Parameter Measurements

Band I
Band I Center = 
0.920 ± 0.003

Band I

Band II

pyroxene

olivine
+

pyroxene

3635 Kruetz

Lindsay et al., 2015

extra

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For eighteen S-types we were able perform band parameter analyses on absorption bands I and II that are due to olivine and pyroxene on the asteroid surfacesBand II (~2.0 micron) is due solely to pyroxene, whereas Band I (~1.0 micron) is due to an overlap of absorptions from olivine and pyroxeneWe divide each band by a linear continuum to extract band parameters, which we can use to further compare asteroid spectra to meteorites To perform these analyses we utilize a new IDL-based code developed by one of our research group members – Sean LindsayThese absorptions arise due to electronic transitions within the 3d orbitals of iron 2+ atoms (Burns, 1993 – crystal field theory).Band centers and depths are measured three times using 3rd through 5th order polynomial fits to the lower 1/2 of each absorption band. Errors are calculated over each band using Monte-Carlo methods. 



extra

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1200 degrees C is 0.68 on this scale850 degrees C is 0.89 on this scaleDiffusion timescales are so long for rare-Earth elements that the TREE thermometer records peak temperatures regardless if the rock cooled fast or slow, in contrast, faster diffusion rates for major element thermometers, shown here by the TBKN thermometer, only record peak temperatures if the rock cooled fast…so, if both thermometers record similar temperatures, as shown by the blue 1:1 line, then the rock experienced fast cooling rates, which is the case for our H6 chondrites.  
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Meteorite Sources Within the Hungaria Region?
Meteorite 

Analog
Unique

Spectra?
Meteorite CRE Ages Dynamical

“Escape Hatches”
Hungaria
Source?

Aubrites
(i.e., enstatite
achondrites)

No

Hungaria family
members: leakage 
from inner edge of 
Hungaria region → 

very long CRE median 
age ~50 Myr



L chondrites No

J5:2 → very short 
CRE ages <1.5 Myr
“fossil meteorites”

J3:1 → long CRE 
median age ~20 Myr 

(Nesvorný et al., 
2009)



Acapulcoites
-lodranites

No
? → short CRE ages

~4-7 Myr, tight cluster ?

Ćuk et al., 2014

Eugster et al., 2006

Eugster et al., 2006

extra
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Presentation Notes
Here we’ve summarized three of these lines of evidence for three potential meteorite analogs from within the Hungaria regionThe spectra and inferred compositions of our sample of Hungaria asteroids are not unique to the region, similar spectra are found among the Main-belt and near-Earth asteroid populations as well. So the answer to this is NO for all 3 meteorite analogsHungaria family members are thought to be related to aubrite meteorites, a model by Cuk et al suggests a delivery via leakage from the inner-edge of the Hungaria region, this model closely matches very long Cosmic Ray Exposure ages of 15 aubrite meteorites…we agree with previous workers that the Hungaria region is the probable source for aubritesL chondrites are proposed to come from two potential “escape hatches”, delivered very quickly for 470 Myr old fossil meteorites, or much slower thru the Jupiter 3:1 resonance for recent L chondrites with a median age of about 20 Myr, these ages overlap aubrites with shorter CRE ages…we suggest a similar delivery mechanism for the L chondrite-like material that we’ve found among the Hungaria backgroundAcapulcoites and lodranites have short, tightly clustered ages of about 4-7 Myr, which points towards an “express” delivery mechanism…although seven asteroids from our survey have spectral features consistent with acapulocites and lodranites, these short CRE ages are not consistent with the slow delivery times proposed for the inner-edge of the Hungaria region
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